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Friday, June 23. 

The problem this morning is of reversal by Mills on Social Security. Apparently Church met 

with Mills, told him that he had Long's support on adding Social Security, and Wilbur is now 

equivocating regarding supporting the Long/Church Amendment. Long and Church tell him it is 

fully funded and we're now afraid Mills will go along on a Democratic partisan basis. 

MacGregor is going to try and fight this out with Mansfield by threatening that Burns will fight it 

in conference and will demand it go to Rules and the three day layover, which would force 

Congress to stay in past the start of the 4th of July recess and even into the Democratic 

Convention if necessary. 

We shot our TV documentary today using the President this afternoon and it went reasonably 

well although he didn't like anything about it, which was understandable. He felt that we were 

overdoing, having Carruthers and Good produce it, and felt that we should let the show producer 

handle the thing. 

Henry got back this afternoon. Met with the President and Rogers for a while and then went on 

up to Camp David with the President for dinner and spending the night tonight, then he comes 

back down tomorrow to do a press briefing tomorrow morning. 

The Democratic headquarters break-in has gone the other way now. Apparently Dean feels the 

investigation is out of control, but Gray doesn't know what to do in controlling the Bureau. 

They’ve found-- traced some of the money to one of our contributors and also the money that 

came out of the Mexican bank and they'll know who the depositors are on that today. 

Apparently, an informant also came in the Miami office saying that he had a photographer friend 

who was developing films for Barker, including pictures of the Democratic National Committee 

letterhead. They feel the whole thing is at the brink right now. And it'll either open it all up or be 

closed. And that the FBI is convinced it's the CIA that's doing this, and Gray's looking for a way 

out of the investigation. So we talked to Walters and had that worked out. 
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End of June 23. 


